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marketer Are You Looking Through the Wrong End of theTelescope? B Y JOAN CAPELIN, FSMPS, HON. AIA



his article is about how you can communicate in a far more persuasive way. Let's start with the best advice for professional services marketing, something that's been in every issue of Marketerand certainly in the air for the last year. That advice is-okay, everyone at once: Find out what your client needs. Act on that.



T



None of the principals in our dient's firm (including the marketing director) identified their own statement, and no one attributed the competitions' correctly, either. The real point of that game was not to prove that it's hard to write effective marketing copy, but rather to show that even experienced marketing people forget to focus on the clients' needs and the world in which those clients navigate. Thus they write about themselves.



We are all convinced that we do focus on the dient. And yet.. To make my point, first I ask you to take any three proposal coverletters, memos, or e-mails currently on your desk. Now look at the first sentence. It's a safe bet that "I" or "we" starts that sentence, and that the same first-person pronouns pepper the paragraph and page.



One solution: The first word in any outbound communicationthe word that will surely catch the reader's eye and appredationneeds to be "you" (or some dose approximation).



What was that about listening to the dient's needs? Oh, dear. But it's not that you are self-centered; you're just selling too hard, speaking too early and too eagerly. Here, for instance, are examples of marketing communications; in this case, about sustainable design s e ~ c e sRecently, . to convince a dient that their language did not sufficiently differentiate them from anyone else with the same service offering, we looked at the words that they and several of their key competitors use on their various Web sites to describe what they do. We lined up these sentences anonymously on one piece of paper and asked them to identify their words as well as the other guys'. Here's some of what we showed them:



"We know how to implement sustainable design in many ways, and we have the resources and experience to do it.. .." "We approach green issues holistically and conceptually, building on our legacy of energy-conserving, environmentallyconscious design." "We must lead our industry away from practices that borrow against the future.. .." "In all our work, we strive to maximize the use of solar energy, natural ventilation, and daylighting.. .." Societyfor Marketing Professional Services



Here's another solution: Shift the focus from yourself to those who will make it possible for you to achieve what you want. Identify those people and provide to them what they need, in order to make this happen for you. The visual that accompanies this article depicts the concept: You are at the narrow point of radiatingcirdes. If you want to do something for you, that's pretty easy: You go do it.



"Cons~derthe effect on others of what )leu want, make sure that the effect hensfts them as much as ym.~,and then arnrnunicate your desrre and ideas:' The next ring indudes people who are dose to you, your personal and family relationships. They don't need much convincing when you ask them to do something for you. But it becomes more challenging to convince the subsequent ring, which includes the various communities where you are involved, to do what you ask. This is where you find your business colleagues, individual clients, and the formal or informal group that define your daily life-for instance, professional, educational, religious, cultural, and ethnic organizations. If you want something to happen for youvis-8-vis any of the groups, you must recognize and address what those constituencies need. If you give, you may get.



As the rings extend outward, you advance to organized groupsay, your industry, higher education, professional associations, and so on. It's a broader category and that much harder to influence. What can you offer and communicate to them? Why should they care about you?As you proceed to the next ring, you'll find "society": government, institutions, the national media. Access to this group requires you to convey an appropriate big picture and how to achieve it. Only a history of achieving in the other rings and high-level performance will gain you traction here. Lastly, you reach the world or humanity ring. Few people k o m e influential at this level, but we admire or despise them broadly. There are a k w points to be made from this radiating visual. First, ifyou want to make something happen for you and your firm, you can't just concentrate on whatyolk want. You need to focus on what the next ring, perhaps r k y , needs and expects ofyou.
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Note, however, that your own ability to spur change diminishes as the rings fan out. If you want to gain access to-and have an impact on-the more remote groups (organizations, society), you will need to enlist many others between you and there to believe in your vision. That will bolster your position. One archirect, very frustrated that he wasn't getting the respect and results that he felt he deserved, said to me recently, "I want myclients to do what I want them to do." I responded: 'Well, what do t h q want?" Yet what the clients were paying him to achieve for them wasn't his issue; it didn't matter. He was looking through the wrong end of the telescope.



The World and Humanity
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Second, you need to tap into what's important to thepeqbh who p o p h e each rins For instance, to refer back to the marketing boilerplate example: If you want to make the planet sustainable, whom do you want to convince, and why? It's not just an individual client or prospact who needs to be convinced to change. It could be userslconsumers, legislators and government agencies, colleagues in the design community, andlor lending sources. In short, it's not about how effective your firm is at creating a sustainable building; it's about how effective you are at getting people to want to reach the level of sustainability you want for the-and then enlisting them in your strategy



Society. Government Institutions. and National Media



rro~essionalNetworks an Industry Organization.



The April 2009 Fortune S d B z a f k s s quotes Paul Kephart of the gren-roof landscape mhirecture firm Rana Creek. Kephart said: 'You never tell a developer, 'Together we'll save the world.' You tell him, 'We'll build a highly resoum-efficient building, save you money...and together we can save the world."' Kephart gives his client what the clientwan-so he can get what he wants. He stands at the right end of the rings and reaches all the way to the furthest level. Consider the effect on others ofwhat you want to do, make sure that the effect benefits them as much as you, and then communicate your desire and ideas to the pertinent "rings." If the people



w



ted are convinced that what you have in mind will indeed benefit them, your path will be clear. o



A b u t the Author Contributing Editor Joan Capelin, FSMPS, Hon. Am-strategist, public relations consultant, popular speaker, and SMPS Felbw- is the founder of Capelin Communications (www.capelin.com), which specializes in professionalservices firms in the design and building industry. Joan is a recipient of the SMPS Marketing Achievement Award and can IM reached at JCapelin @capelin.com.
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